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Abstract
Endovascular robotic systems have been applied in robot-assisted interventional surgery to improve surgical safety and reduce 
radiation to surgeons. However, this surgery requires surgeons to be highly skilled at operating vascular interventional surgical 
robot. Virtual reality (VR) interventional training systems for robot-assisted interventional surgical training have many 
advantages over traditional training methods. For virtual interventional radiology, simulation of the behaviors of surgical 
tools (here mainly refers to catheter and guidewire) is a challenging work. In this paper, we developed a novel virtual reality 
interventional training system. This system is an extension of the endovascular robotic system. Because the master side of 
this system can be used for both the endovascular robotic system and the VR interventional training system, the proposed 
system improves training and reduces the cost of education. Moreover, we proposed a novel method to solve catheterization 
modeling during the interventional simulation. Our method discretizes the catheter by the collision points. The catheter 
between two adjacent collision points is treated as thin torsion-free elastic rods. The deformation of the rod is mainly affected 
by the force applied at the collision points. Meanwhile, the virtual contact force is determined by the collision points. This 
simplification makes the model more stable and reduces the computational complexity, and the behavior of the surgical tools 
can be approximated. Therefore, we realized the catheter interaction simulation and virtual force feedback for the proposed 
VR interventional training system. The performance of our method is experimentally validated.

Keywords Catheter interaction simulation · VR interventional training system · Endovascular intervention · Catheter and 
guidewire · Virtual interventional radiology · Surgical simulation and training

1 Introduction

Minimally invasive surgeries (MIS) have become the most 
common surgical techniques of treating cardiovascular 
diseases such as the atherosclerosis, thrombus, and 
aneurisms [1]. However, prolonged exposure to X-ray 
radiation during surgery has impact on the interventionalists’ 
health [2]. Endovascular robotic systems have been 
developed to release surgeon from the risks of radiation and 
heavy radiation-shielded garments [3–5]. This system allows 
operators to manipulate surgical tools via master side over a 
long distance. Moreover, endovascular robotic systems have 
higher operating accuracy and can assist surgeon to perform 
more sophisticated surgical operation [6–8].

Robot-assisted interventional surgery requires surgeons 
to be highly skilled at manipulating vascular interventional 
surgical robot. Compared with traditional MIS, the use of 
robots for surgery has changed surgeons’ surgical habits 
[9]. Surgeons need to be trained at endovascular robotic 
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system to adapt to robot-assisted interventional surgery. 
In addition, traditional interventional training methods, 
including using live animals, human cadavers, and vas-
cular phantom, have many limitations such as expensive, 
risky, and limited morphological models [10]. Virtual 
reality interventional training systems were developed as 
a means of improving training and reducing the costs of 
education. Computer-based simulation of catheterization 
procedures provides a versatile solution and can virtually 
be reused infinite times on both common and rare cases. 
Moreover, patient-specific data can be quickly adopted 
to regenerate the virtual environment, which provides 
tools for surgeons to plan or rehearse preoperatively to 
evaluate and optimize the tentative surgical procedure 
[11]. Although the VR interventional training has many 
advantages, the interventional simulation is still not real-
istic enough compared with traditional training methods. 
For interventional simulation, one of the most challenging 
works is to faithfully reproduce the behaviors of surgical 
tools, including the deformation and virtual contact force.

To predict complex behaviors of surgical tools, sev-
eral approaches have been proposed [12]. Duriez et al. 
proposed an incremental finite element method (FEM) to 
simulate the catheter navigation [13]. The vessel geometry 
puts strict position constraints upon the catheter. Consider-
ing the non-linearities arising from large catheter defor-
mation, the incremental FEM method exists a cumulative 
error on the catheter shape. Li et al. proposed an improved 
FEM approach based on the principle of minimal total 
potential energy [14, 15]. Alderliesten et al. modeled the 
device as linked rigid bodies based on multi-body dynam-
ics. With complex bending energy and material properties 
incorporated, this method achieved high accuracy along 
with a heavy computational workload, especially as the 
number of connected joints increased [16, 17].

Mass-spring catheter models have been proposed as well 
[18, 19]. These models are very efficient but cannot ensure to 
preserve the overall catheter length, since this causes these 
equations to become numerically stiff and hard to compute. 
Alderliesten et al. designed a method relying on a quasi-
static minimum energy principle [20]. The method departs 
from the observation that dynamic effects can often be 
ignored as motions take place in a heavily dampened envi-
ronment and are generally fairly slow. The argument is that 
the guidewire (and, by extension, the catheter) thus has the 
time to relax and take on a configuration where the overall 
energy of the system, consisting of the potential energy due 
to deformation of the catheter and the surrounding vessel 
structure, is minimal. This method has been extensively vali-
dated on guidewire motion but is here expanded to predict 
and control catheter motion [21].

In this paper, we develop a novel virtual reality inter-
ventional training system. In addition, a novel method is 

proposed to simulate the behaviors of surgical tools, includ-
ing the deformation and virtual contact force. Our method 
discretizes the catheter by the collision points. For each part 
between two adjacent collision points, the catheter is treated 
as a thin torsion-free elastic rod. Therefore, the catheter 
model is a structure composed of a set of elastic rods with 
different length. Based on this assumption, a novel numeri-
cal model is proposed to simulate the deformation of the 
catheter. The contributions of this research are as follows:

1. The master side of the developed VR interventional 
training system can also be used in the endovascular 
robotic system [1]. This design improves training and 
reduces the cost of education.

2. The proposed simulation method can simulate both 
deformation and virtual contact force. The visual 
and haptic feedback can increase the realism of the 
interventional simulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 
overview of the developed VR interventional training system 
is presented in Section. 2. Section 3 illustrates the proposed 
catheter behaviors simulation method. In Section. 4, evalu-
ation experiments are presented to verify the performance 
of the method. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section. 5.

2  Virtual reality interventional training 
system

In robot-assisted interventional surgery, surgeon relies on 
visual and haptic feedback to avoid damaging the blood ves-
sel and guide the catheter to the target area. Therefore, we 
need to realize two functions for the VR interventional train-
ing system: visual feedback and haptic feedback. The haptic 
feedback is used to provide virtual contact force to the opera-
tor during the simulation. This can remind surgeons to avoid 
damaging blood vessel with excessive force. Visual feedback 
consists of two parts. One is the simulation of the vascula-
ture, and another is simulation of the behaviors of surgi-
cal tools (here mainly refers to the catheter and guidewire). 
Mesh representation of vasculature and multiple devices 
interaction is fundamental to interventional simulation.

In order to achieve the above functions, our VR inter-
ventional training system includes the master side and VR 
simulator, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1  Master side

In the context of interventional simulation for robot-assisted 
interventional surgery, the surgeon manipulates the virtual 
catheter by operating the master side and senses the haptic 
force provided by haptic force interface. Therefore, the 
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master side needs to realize two functions: measuring the 
motion of operator (provided by measurement device) and 
providing the haptic force to operator (provided by haptic 
force interface). The master side of the developed VR 
interventional training system is shown in Fig. 2a.

2.1.1  Measurement device

To measure the motion (translation and rotation) of the input 
catheter, a photoelectric-based sensor platform is utilized 
in measurement device, as shown in Fig. 2b. This photo-
electric-based sensor platform contains two mutually per-
pendicular photoelectric sensors, two encoder rollers, and 
one transmission ball. The transmission ball contacts with 
the input catheter. When the surgeon manipulates the input 
catheter, the transmission ball will rotate. Two photoelectric 
sensors will divide this action into the linear motion and 
rotational motion.

2.1.2  Haptic force interface

To provide haptic force feedback, a spring-based force 
generator is utilized in haptic force interface, as shown 
in Fig. 2c. The main function for the force generator is to 
generate a smoothly changing force. This force generator 
includes a coil spring, an L-connecter, and a C-connecter. 
The coil spring is inside the force generator. The choice of 
spring constant depends on the maximum feedback force. 
Moreover, if the spring constant is huge, the interface 
becomes more sensitive, and the noise will be increased. The 
L-connecter connects with a load cell, and the C-connecter 
connects with the input catheter. A rigid metal rod is used to 
simulate the input catheter. Using rigid rod instead of cath-
eter can keep the natural manipulation skill of surgeon, and 
the rigid structure can transmit the force effectively.

The realization of haptic force feedback is shown in 
Fig. 3. When the operator manipulates the catheter, the 
motion xs will change the length of the coil spring. The 

deformation of spring will be converted into haptic force 
fh , and it provides to the operator. The processing core 
compares haptic force fh and proximal force fs in real 
time and keep these two forces equal by using the motor 

Fig. 1  An overview of our VR interventional training system

Fig. 2  The developed master side. a The master side. b Structure of 
measurement device. c Structure of force generator
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(VEXTA, ASM46AA, Oriental Motor Corp., Japan) to 
adjust the length of coil spring. It should be noticed that the 
human sensed feedback force is a resultant force, including 
the haptic force provided by haptic force interface and 
the friction force of measurement device. Owing to the 
haptic force adjusted by the motor, the operation speed 
for surgeon needs less than the max adjustment speed of 
haptic force interface. The haptic force interface is a closed 
loop system based on force signal. There has a load cell 
to measure the provided haptic force in real time, and the 
haptic force signal compares with the proximal force signal 
directly. Therefore, we can ensure the accuracy of provided 
haptic force.

The control of our system is achieved through two control 
boards. The motion signal of the measurement device is sent to 
the VR simulator through the motion control board (Arduino 
Mega2560, ELEGOO). The haptic control board (Arduino 
UNO, SMART Projects) processes the haptic force feedback. 
Control software is implemented using C +  + . The haptic con-
trol system and the motion control system are mutually inde-
pendent, which can ensure non-interfering for each system.

2.2  VR simulator

The VR simulator is used to construct the virtual inter-
ventional environment. In the context of computer-based 
simulation of catheterization procedure, the virtual inter-
ventional environment can be established by patient-
specific data. This makes the interventional training no 
longer limited to a few vasculature models, while reduc-
ing training costs. In order to realize interventional sim-
ulation, the simulator needs to contain two functions: 
reconstructing the vasculature mesh and simulating the 
behaviors of the surgical tools.

Vascular reconstruction is used to generate the vas-
culature mesh for the interventional training. The vas-
culature mesh includes classical vascular model (car-
diovascular model, cerebrovascular model, etc.) and 
patient-specific vascular model. These vasculature 
models are reconstructed by iso-surfacing its segmented 
volume data. For vascular reconstruction, our group pro-
posed a hybrid method for 3D vascular reconstruction. 
This method can reconstruct vascular model based on 

computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance angi-
ography images [22–26].

The simulation of the behaviors of the surgical tools is 
used to simulate the deformation and virtual contact force. 
This can make the simulation closer to the real surgeries. 
In the next section, we will introduce a novel method for 
simulating catheter interaction.

3  Catheter interaction simulating method

For VR interventional simulator, simulation of the behaviors 
of surgical tools (here mainly refers to catheter and guide-
wire) is a challenging task. In this section, we introduce 
a novel numerical model to calculate the deformation and 
virtual contact force.

3.1  Simplified model of catheter behaviors

Human–machine interaction in virtual interventional 
simulation includes visual and haptic. In the context 
of MIS, the proximal force is the resultant force gener-
ated by the interaction between the surgical tools and 
the blood vessel [27]. For the VR interventional simula-
tion, friction and collision were incorporated as the most 
influential forces applied to the instrument during the 
propagation within a vascular system [28]. The calcula-
tion of virtual contact force relies on the detection of the 
collision between virtual surgical tools and vasculature 
mesh, and simulation of the deformation of the virtual 
surgical tools is the key to obtain collision information.

In practice, the guidewire and the catheter are always 
coaxial in the course of the procedures. To avoid the com-
plex interaction between the guidewire and the catheter, 
we use a single physical model (here is the catheter model) 
instead of catheter-guidewire combination. Moreover, 
because the propagation of twisting waves is much faster 
than bending waves in elastic rods, the catheters and guide-
wires can be treated as the material frame quasi-statically 
[29]. Therefore, we consider the catheter model as thin tor-
sion-free elastic rod. It means that if we rotate the catheter, 
the whole catheter will rotate the same angle (rotate along 
the centerline of the catheter).

Fig. 3  Realization of haptic 
force feedback
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3.2  Catheter modeling

In the procedures, the shape of the catheter is limited by 
the shape of the vasculature. The deformation of catheter 
depends on the applied force at the collision point, as 
shown in Fig. 4a. Our goal is to establish the relationship 
between the deformation and applied force.

We consider the catheter between two collision points as a 
thin torsion-free elastic rod. By solving for the shape of each 
elastic rod, we can obtain the whole shape of the catheter. For a 
uniform ideal elastic rod, it will be deformed when the end of the 
rod is applied an excessive force (the force active line is always 
located at the initial horizontal line, and the force-bearing points 
is always located at the end of the rod), as shown in Fig. 4b. The 
status of the rod with different applied force is:

where f  is the applied force. F1 and F2 are the threshold of 
the applied force. If f ≤ F1 , the elastic rod does not bend. 
If f = F2 , the ends of the bent elastic rod will coincide. If 
the cross-sectional area of the rod is neglected, the equilib-
rium state of the rod can be represented by the geometric 
shape S . Moreover, the deformation of the rod is affected by 
the applied force f  . Therefore, we can get the relationship 
between the applied force f  and bending moment M . Based 
on above analysis, the relationship between the deforma-
tion and applied force can be considered as the relationship 
between S and M.

(1)
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

f ⩽ F1, no deformation

F1 < f < F2, deformation

f = F2, two force bearing points coincide

3.2.1  Curvature of the geometric shape S

For a fixed-length elastic rod, if a force f (f ∈
(
F1,F2

)
 ) 

is applied at the end, the deformation of the rod can be 
certain. Due to the geometry shape S of rod deformation 
is symmetrical, we can model a half of the shape first and 
then obtain the entire shape. To describe the geometry 
shape S of rod, we establish a 2D coordinate system, as 
shown in Fig. 5. The origin of the coordinate system is 
an end point of the rod. The direction of the applied force 
coincides with the Y-axis. The positive direction of the 
Y-axis is opposite to the applying force on the end point, 
and the positive direction of the X-axis is the same as the 
bending direction of the rod.

Supposing the angle between the tangent of an arbitrary point 
A in the curve and the positive direction of the X-axis is � , the 
angle increment between the positive direction of the X-axis 
and the tangent of point B, which the horizontal increment from 
point A is dx , is d� . The differentiation of ⌢

AB is ds . The curva-
ture � of point A is:

According to the theory of limit, when dx is close to 0, ds 
is close to DAB ( DAB is the distance between the A and B). 
Thus, Eq. (2) can be expressed as:

(2)� =
d�

ds

(3)� =
d�

DAB

=
d�
dx

cos�

=
cos�d�

dx

Fig. 4  Discretized catheter shape during the simulation. a Discretize 
the catheter by collision points. b The catheter between two collision 
points is treated as thin torsion-free elastic rods Fig. 5  Diagram of the curvature of a point on the elastic rod
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3.2.2  Elasticity analysis for the thin torsion‑free elastic rods

Given an ideal torsion-free elastic rod which the length is L, 
when we increase the applied a force f at the end of the rod, 
it will continue to deform. According to elementary beam 
theory, for an arbitrary point A in the rod during this period, 
we can obtain:

where the � , M , E, and I are the curvature of the point A, 
bending moment, elastic modulus of the rod, and moment 
of inertia, respectively. For an ideal catheter, the value of E 
and I is constant value. Let p = 1∕EI , Eq. (4) can be trans-
formed into:

In addition, the point A is balanced by the reaction force 
and the moment of the reaction force. The moment of force 
in the point A is:

where the x is the coordinate of the point A on the X-axis 
(see Fig. 5).

3.2.3  Modeling

Considering that the half-shape is a convex curve (see 
Fig. 5), when dx ≥ 0 , the angle increment d� ≤ 0 . Accord-
ing to Eqs. (3), (5), and (6), we can obtain:

Let k = pf  , Eq. (7) will be:

We denote that at the end of the rod ( x = 0 ), � = �0 . 
Based on the above conditions, the integral on both sides of 
the Eq. (8) can obtain:

According to Fig. 5, we can obtain � ∈
[
−�∕2,�∕2

]
 . 

Using the trigonometric formula, we can get:

(4)M = EI�

(5)� = pM

(6)M = fx

(7)pfx = −
cos �d�

dx

(8)kxdx = − cos �d�

(9)
∫ x

0
kxdx = − ∫ �

�0
cos �d�

⇒
1

2
kx2 = sin �0 − sin �

(10)
dy

dx
= tan � =

sin �
√
1 − sin

2
�

(11)
ds

dx
=

1

cos �
=

1
√
1 − sin

2
�

Let c = sin�0 , which means that the sine of the angle 
between the tangent at the end point and the X-axis; according 
to Eqs. (9), (10), and (11), we can obtain the differential equa-
tion of the curve function of the equilibrium state of the rod:

3.2.4  Model solving

Based on above analysis, we get the differential equation of the 
curve function of the equilibrium state of the rod. However, 
this differential equation did not have a closed-form expres-
sion. Thus, we use numerical approximation to get the numeri-
cal solution. Because this model half of the shape, we can get 
∫ xmax

0
ds = L∕2 , where L is the length of the rod and xmax is the 

maximum value of x . Due to � ∈ [−�∕2,�∕2] , we can obtain 
the xmax by Eq. (9):

Moreover, according to the range of � , we can obtain 
c ∈ (−1, 1) . The distance de between the two ends of the rod 
is de = 2

|||∫
xmax
0

dy
||| . According to the above conditions, we can 

construct the numerical solution, as shown in Alg. 1.

3.3  Interaction simulation method

In order to simulate the behavior of catheter, our system should 
realize catheter shape simulation and virtual contact force cal-
culation. The simulation process is shown in Fig. 6. During the 
simulation, the operator manipulates the catheter. When a col-
lision between the catheter tip and vascular mesh is detected, 
the simulation method will calculate the deformation between 
two adjacent collision points and virtual contact force. Then, 
update the catheter shape, and provide virtual force feedback. 
The simulation method is summarized in Alg. 2.

3.3.1  Catheter shape

According to above analysis, we consider that the catheter is 
composed of a set of continuous elastic rods. For each elastic 
rod, the deformation is mainly affected by the force applied at 
the end points. By finding the deformation of each elastic rod, 
we can obtain the shape of the catheter. In SubSection 3.2, 

(12)
dy =

−
1

2
kx2 + c

√

1 −
(
−

1

2
kx2 + c

)2

dx

(13)
ds =

1
√

1 −
(
−

1

2
kx2 + c

)2

dx

(14)xmax =

√
2(c + 1)

k
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we proposed a model to describe the relationship between the 
deformation and applied force for the elastic rod. To apply 
this model to simulate the catheter shape, we need to solve 
two problems: collision detection and deformation direction.

To achieve fast collision detection, we use a centerline-
based distance detection method in our system, as shown in 
Fig. 7. Considering the difference of the radii of cross sec-
tion for the vessel, the distance between the instrument and 
the centerline of the vessel is calculated as follows:

where di is the distance from the i-th joint of the catheter to 
the centerline and rv is the radius of the vessel. If derr ≥ 0 , 
a collision has been occurred. In the previous research, we 
proposed a centerline extraction method [30]. This method 
can extract the centerline and vessel radius from vasculature 
mesh. This method is applied in our VR interventional train-
ing system to help to realize collision detection.

The deformation direction of the catheter is affected by 
the normal vector of the contact plane of the end point, as 
shown in Fig. 8. If the direction of the normal vectors is the 
same (like p1-p2 ), the deformation direction is opposite to 
the normal direction. If the direction of the normal vectors 
is opposite (like p2-p3 ), the deformation is S-shaped.

3.3.2  Virtual contact force

In practice, the contact force is affected by many factors. 
It is difficult to use an accurate model to simulate the real 
contact force. In this research, we use a simple method to 
calculate the virtual contact force. This method is based on 
two characteristics of the contact force:

1. As the collision point increases, the contact force 
increases. The total force is the sum of the contact force 
for each collision point.

2. For a collision point, the contact force becomes larger as 
the angle between the normal line of the collision points 
and the direction of the catheter becomes smaller.

Based on the above conditions, the contact force for j-th 
collision point is calculated by:

(15)derr = di − r�

where � and �j are the force parameter and the angle 
between the normal line of j-th collision point and the direc-
tion of the catheter.

4  Experiment

In this section, two experiments have been done to evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed method. Experiment 
1 is used to verify the correctness of the model. Then, 
we apply the method to simulate the catheter interaction 
in VR interventional system, and the result is shown in 
Experiment 2.

4.1  Model simulation

4.1.1  Experimental method

In Section 3.2, we proposed a method to simulate the defor-
mation of elastic rod. In this experiment, we will verify the 
performance of the proposed model.

It should be noted that from a macro point of view, the 
“shape” is only determined by the parameter c ( c = sin�0 , 
and �0 is the angle between the tangent at the end point and 
the X-axis). The shape of a long elastic rod can be obtained 
by enlarging the shape of a short elastic rod. Therefore, we 
set the length of the elastic rod which is L = 5 . Moreover, the 
step of parameter c and k is 0.001. The simulation software 
is MATLAB R2021a.

(16)fj = � cos �j

Fig. 6  2D illustration of simula-
tion process. a The initial state 
at the beginning of simulation. 
b Calculate the catheter shape 
between two adjacent collision 
points. c Manipulate the cath-
eter until next collision occurs. 
d Repeat the step in b 

Fig. 7  2D illustration of collision detection method
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4.1.2  Experimental result

To show the performance of the model, we chose 5 shapes 
with the applied force fa to fe , which satisfies the following 
conditions:

(17)

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

fa > fb > fc > fd > fe
fa ≈ F1

fe ≈ F2

where the fa approximates the critical value of the defor-
mation (here we set c = −0.999 , not − 1) and fe is approxi-
mately coincident at both end points. The result is shown 
in Fig. 9.

In addition, the shape of the elastic rod is determined 
by the parameter c. For a shape, the length of the elastic 
rod is related to the parameter k . Since k is proportional 
to f  ( k = pf  , and p is a constant value), we can estimate 
the force by establishing the relationship between k and 
L . We calculate the value of k and L when c = −0.999 , 
and the result is shown in Fig. 10. By using function to 
fit the result, we can obtain that the relationship between 
k and L is as follows:

Algorithm 1  S(l) - Catheter shape model

Fig. 8  2D illustration of the deformation direction of the catheter. For 
the catheter between p1 and p2, the deformation direction is opposite 
to the normal direction. For the catheter between p2 and p3, the cath-
eter shape is S-shaped

Algorithm 2  Interventional simulation method
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Then, we can obtain:

4.2  Performance in VR interventional training 
system

4.2.1  Experimental method

In this part, we will evaluate the performance of the 
proposed catheter interaction simulating method in the 
proposed VR interventional training system. The experi-
ment includes two parts: catheter shape simulation and 
virtual contact force realization. The experimental setup 
is shown in Fig. 11. In VR simulator, we use a rigid ves-
sel mesh. This rigid vessel mesh is established according 
to a rigid vessel model, and this makes it easier for us to 

(18)k = 1.665∕L2 + 0.1101

(19)f =
(
1.665∕L2 + 0.1101

)
∕p

compare the difference between the simulation and the 
actual task. During the experiment, the operator manipu-
lates the catheter through the master side. The operator 
does the same task, which is from point A to B, in the 
rigid vessel model and the rigid vessel mesh. The actual 
proximal force and the virtual contact force will be com-
pared to illustrate the changing trend of the force during 
the experiment.

The VR simulation is conducted in a computer, which 
is equipped with an Intel Core i7-8750H CPU with 16 GB 
memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 GPU. The 
operating system is Windows 10. We use OpenGL to do 
the rendering task, and the software is written in Python. 
The slave manipulator, which can measure the proximal 
force and manipulate the catheter, was proposed in previous 
research [31–37].

4.2.2  Experimental result

The simulation result is shown in Fig. 12. When the simula-
tion starts, the catheter moves along the centerline of the 
vessel. When the virtual catheter tip contacts with vascular 
mesh, the catheter is deformed. The deformed catheter will 
replace the catheter which is between two adjacent collision 
points. When the collision point increases, the virtual con-
tact force will increase. The virtual force comes from two 
aspects. One is the friction force between the catheter and 
blood vessel wall, and it is calculated by Eq. (16). Another 
is the deformation force of the catheter, and it is calculated 
by Eq. (19). During the simulation, the average running time 
for solving the deformation between two collision points 
is 12.27 ms. The processing time is much shorter than the 
human touch reaction time, and it satisfies the requirement 
of interventional simulation [38].

Meanwhile, we manipulate the catheter from target A to 
B by using slave manipulator, and the real contact force is 
recorded by a computer with a sampling frequency of 5 Hz. 
The real contact force and virtual contact force are com-
pared in Fig. 13. The result shows that the changing trends 
of the virtual contact force and real contact force are the 
same. However, due to the complex interaction of catheter 
and blood vessel, the real force fluctuates. Compared with 
real force, the virtual force is steadily increasing.

Note that the purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the 
fidelity of our method by comparing the simulated behaviors 
of the catheter with that of a real one. The way the catheter 
is manipulated (will not happen in a real interventional pro-
cedure) intends to involve more collisions, aiming to show 
the accuracy of the proposed method within vascular models 
with high geometrical complexity. Thus, the shape of the 
catheter in this experiment may seem different from a real-
life interventional procedure. However, it is shown in the 

Fig. 9  Simulation result for the proposed numerical model

Fig. 10  The relationship of k-L
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experiments that our method for simulating catheter interac-
tion is enough to achieve satisfactory outcomes.

4.2.3  Discussion

Simulation of the behaviors of surgical tools is a challenging 
task for virtual interventional radiology. At present, there is still 
no perfect way to solve this problem. Current research, such 
as using FEM method or shared centerline method, is compli-
cated, and it needs a lot of time to solve the model. Moreover, 
these methods did not consider the virtual contact force.

Our method can simulate the catheter shape and provide 
virtual contact force. However, it still cannot fully repro-
duce the behavior of the real catheter. One of the problems 
is that we simplified the model of catheter/guidewire, and 
it still not fully reproduced the physical properties of cath-
eter/guidewire. Another problem is that in real-life inter-
ventional procedure, the collision point between the cath-
eter and the blood vessel wall is not constant. Since blood 
vessels are smooth and dynamic, the collision point is not 

fixed at a certain point. The movement of the collision point 
will change the shape of the catheter. In addition, due to the 
elasticity of the catheter and blood vessel wall, their contacts 
would be lines not only points. The future work is required 
to address these problems.

In the experiment, we use a rigid vessel model to 
establish the VR vessel model, not human vasculature. 
The human vascular system is a dynamic system with a 
beating heart. The future work will establish dynamic 
human vascular system, including heartbeat simulation and 
hemodynamics-based blood simulation and add these to our 
VR interventional system. In the future, we will improve our 
method to solve this problem.

5  Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a novel VR interventional training 
system. This system is an extension of the endovascular 
robotic system. Because the master side of this system can 

Fig. 11  Experimental setup for 
catheter interaction simulation. 
a The experimental platform is 
the proposed VR interventional 
training system. b Slave side is 
used for comparative evaluation
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also be used in the endovascular robotic system, the proposed 
system improves training and reduces the cost of education. 
In addition, a novel method is proposed to simulate the 
behaviors of surgical tools, including the deformation 
and virtual contact force. Our method discretizes the 
catheter by the collision points. For each part between two 
adjacent collision points, the catheter is treated as a thin 

torsion-free elastic rod. Therefore, the catheter model is a 
structure composed of a set of elastic rods with different 
length. Based on this assumption, a novel numerical model 
is proposed to simulate the deformation of the catheter. 
Moreover, based on the characteristics of the contact force, 
we proposed an approximate method to simulate the virtual 
contact force. From the experimental studies, the proposed 
method for simulating catheter interaction is enough to 
achieve satisfactory outcomes. The average running time 
for solving the deformation between two collision points is 
12.27 ms, which satisfies the requirement of interventional 
simulation. In the future, we will improve the performance 
of the catheter interaction simulation and apply the system 
in interventional training.
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